Mobile Active Dams
A serious flooding scenario is the combination of a tidal surge bringing water up river into an
urban area while heavy rainfall brings water down from the inland catchment. Blocking the rain
coming into a city requires walls or storage basins upstream. A barrier which keeps the sea out
will also keep the rainwater in. But there is the alternative option of getting water out faster.
A mechanism which can do this is called a Mobile Active Dam and is shown in the attached
drawing. It has the same weight, dimensions and lifting points as a standard sea container and so
can be moved anywhere on the road network very quickly. Most of the container forms a
straight-through passage with an area of 4.5 square metres, about 600 times more than a standard
4 inch fire-hose. The passage is fitted with a vertical-axis, variable-pitch rotor resembling a
Voith-Schneider propeller. Above that is a 600 kW radial-piston turbo-charged two-stroke
Diesel engine geared down by a ring cam to the 80-rpm rotor speed. Above the engine is a
pancake electrical generator which can act as a low-head hydro system to produce power up to
150 kW in normal conditions, depending on flow and head across it. Below the passage are fuel
tanks for 24 hours operation. If it is safe to do costing by weight with comparisons to heavy
goods vehicles, active dams should cost about £300,000 each in mass production. With good
flood forecasting (nine hours can be achieved today) a number of dams at a central depot could
be shared between several cities.
Active dams will be powerful enough to move 20 cubic metres of water a second against a head
of two metres and a higher flow, perhaps 30 cubic metres a second, against a lower head. They
can float, propel themselves and make attachments to pre-placed anchor points on a river bed to
lie at an angle up to 45 degrees. The sides of a dam module are fitted with reinforced textile bags
which can fill with water to seal the gaps between them. Banks of dams, anchored side-by-side
can block the incoming tidal surge but also pass the highest flow rates. A bank of fifty, costing
about £15 million plus the cost of river bed attachments, would pass the highest recorded flow of
the Clyde. An estimate for a passive Clyde barrier, which would block the escape of rain water,
is £800 million. Seven dams would take the maximum flow at Elgin where the estimate for
protective walls is £95 million. Active dams can also be used for dredging and to prevent very
low water levels exposing smelly river beds. Regular use for other purposes is the best way to
ensure reliability.
It will not be possible to use mobile dams at all sites. For example, the rate of flow over a
waterfall is not affected by anything below it. The way to assess feasibility is to assume that the
maximum flow is happening and to check that there is sufficient width for the number of dams to
pass it. The depth at the bank of dams has to be more than 2.4 metres. The design of the preplaced river-bed attachments requires geological information. We then assume that the active
dams are imposing an increase of head difference in the down-river direction. While the sea
itself is an ideal storage volume, an expanding estuary would be very good. If the levels down
river to the sea are known then the reductions at points in the up-river direction can be
calculated. If downstream water levels exceed present bank heights then we can decide whether
to raise banks or allow flooding of low value areas. Some cities further from the sea might need
more than one bank of active dams. Assessing the suitability of mobile active dams therefore
requires an accurate survey of the dimensions of the entire flow channel downstream of a high
value target.
This information should already have been collected by people responsible for flood prevention.
If it does not exist then its collection and analysis should be a matter of urgency.
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